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ABSTRACT: Arrays of floating neural sensors with a high channel
count that covers an area of square centimeters and larger would
be transformative for neural engineering and brain−machine
interfaces. Meeting the power and wireless data communications
requirements within the size constraints for each neural sensor has
been elusive due to the need to incorporate sensing, computing,
communications, and power functionality in a package of
approximately 100 μm on a side. In this work, we demonstrate a
near-infrared optical power and data communication link for a
neural recording system that satisfies size requirements to achieve
dense arrays and power requirements to prevent tissue heating.
The optical link is demonstrated using an integrated optoelectronic
device consisting of a tandem photovoltaic cell and microscale
light-emitting diode. End-to-end functionality of a wireless neural link within system constraints is demonstrated using a prerecorded
neural signal between a self-powered CMOS integrated circuit and single photon avalanche photodiode.
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Miniature, wireless, injectable neural recording modules
that do minimal damage to the brain1−5 have been a

long-standing goal since the early days of neural engineering.
Neural recording at the scale of 1,000 or more channels over
several square centimeters has the potential to significantly
advance neuroscience and brain machine interfaces. Wired
neural probe arrays such as the Utah Array6,7 are the current
state of the art for multichannel neural recording, but are
limited by the routing and tethering forces of the wire bundle,
including tethering forces that can cause micromotion and
cause sensors to dislodge over time. A wireless system
approach is depicted in Figure 1a, consisting of a large-area,
dense array of neural sensors (often called neural motes or
neural dust) that can receive power from, and communicate
data to, a larger transplanted skull replacement unit (repeater).
The repeater unit may then couple outside the body using an
inductively coupled radio frequency link or direct wired
connection. Analogous to the last kilometer/mile problem in
transportation and telecommunications, there is a fundamental
challenge8 in bridging the “last millimeter” between the neural
motes and the repeater to achieve wireless power and data
transfer that meets the complex demands for sensing,
computation, and communications of the system.
Implantable neural sensors at the millimeter-scale and

submillimeter-scale have been demonstrated, using the wireless
power transfer and data telemetry based on radio frequency

(RF)4,5 and ultrasound1−3 approaches. However, the small size
required for neural sensor arrays and constraints placed by
surrounding biological tissue make these wireless approaches
impractical. RF links provide the opportunity to enable high
channel count (>1,000 motes),5 but suffer from dramatic
antenna efficiency loss (>30 dB) for wireless power transfer3−5

when scaled to submm size9 due to lateral and angular
misalignments and weak coupling10 with mm-scale antenna
receivers. To boost the efficiency of wireless power transfer,
high frequency (>50 GHz) is required, which results in high
tissue absorption and high power consumption.11,12 Ultra-
sound offers a path to high efficiency wireless power
transfer,1−3,8,13 comparable to RF approaches, but faces
difficulty in scaling to submillimeter dimensions due to
requirements for bulky transducers and the inability for
compact vertical integration with CMOS circuitry to enable
dense sensor arrays. Near-infrared light (NIR, 780−1700 nm)
offers a transparency window for biological tissue14,15 and
optoelectronic device technologies that can offer high
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efficiency at the micrometer scale. Prior NIR systems for neural
recording,16,17 and for microscopic sensors18 have been
demonstrated, though these systems utilize highly localized
laser irradiance of more than 100 mW/mm2 that exceeds
acceptable power levels for large area illumination to ensure
that tissue is not damaged due to heating. In this work, we
demonstrate wireless NIR power and data communications via
an integrated optoelectronic device with a photovoltaic (PV)
cell and microscale light-emitting diode (μLED) connected to
a self-powered CMOS integrated circuit (IC) that meets size
and power requirements8,19 for dense arrays of neural sensors.
We demonstrate the working principle of the NIR power and
data link using separate optoelectronic and CMOS IC devices
(shown in Figure 1b), which provide size requirements for
later heterogeneous integration and packaging into neural
motes.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
To estimate the increase in neural tissue temperature when
irradiated, we delivered flood illumination through a
craniotomy in a feline ex vivo. After turning a craniotomy
and durotomy approximately 1 cm × 1 cm in size, we placed
an implantable microtemperature probe20,21 on the pia surface
and covered it with the dura. Then, we delivered 850 nm light
for approximately 18 min via an array of LEDs through a 3×
magnification lens displaced less than 3 cm from the dura and
centered above the craniotomy. Following this illumination
period, we read out the recorded temperature sampled at a
conversion time of 30 ms.

Epitaxial structures for an integrated phototovoltaic (PV)
energy harvester and microscale LED (μLED) were designed
with details provided in Supporting Information (Table S1).
Materials were grown commercially by Visual Photonics
Epitaxy, Co. (VPEC, Taiwan). We fabricated the PV/μLED
modules using conventional fabrication processes, where the
chlorine-based reactive-ion etching (RIE) process (Cl2/BCl3/
Ar = 20:20:20 sccm, etch rate: 200 Å/s) to etch down to the
desired epitaxial layers both for PV and LED contact layers by
controlling the etch depth using the DEKTAK surface profiler,
e-beam physical vapor deposition (PVD) of thin metal films
using Ti/Pt/Au (50/100/200 nm) for p-type GaAs and Ni/
Ge/Au/Ti/Pt/Au (5/30/100/50/100/200 nm) for n-type
GaAs, the chemical treatment on the exposed surface and
sidewall using the ammonium sulfide (23%) solution for 3 min,
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) of 300
nm silicon nitride at 350 °C for passivation of the exposed
sidewall, and antireflection coating at 850 nm wavelength were
used.
The electrical characteristics of PV/μLED modules under

dark and illumination conditions were measured using Keithley
2400 and 4200 parameter analyzers. The calibrated illumina-
tion sources, including the fiber-coupled LED from Thorlabs
(M850F2) and 48 LED arrays from CMVision (IRS48) for the
emission of 850 nm wavelength were used to characterize the
PV cells. The external quantum efficiency of fabricated LEDs
was measured using a calibrated photodetector from Thorlabs
(PM120D). End-to-end functionality experiments of the NIR
link used a fiber-coupled laser source from QPhotonics
(QFLD-850-200S) to modulate NIR light to the PV cell and
interconnected CMOS IC through a fiber optic reflection y-
probe from Thorlabs (RP20). The LED pulsed output for the
NIR uplink was detected by a NIR SPAD from AUREA (SPD
OEM NIR) through the fiber optic reflection y-probe output.
The CMOS IC used in these experiments was fabricated in

180 nm CMOS technology and is the second generation of the
circuit reported previously.19 In the end-to-end functionality
experiment, the PV/μLED module and the CMOS IC were
wire bonded together on a 64-PGA installed on a custom-
designed printed circuit board. A prerecorded neural signal was
streamed from a Keysight 33600A Trueform Waveform
Generator into the input pins of the CMOS IC through a
1000:1 on-PCB signal attenuator. All of the monitoring signals,
including a prerecorded neural signal, SPAD output signal, and
CMOS IC internal signals are monitored via a Saleae Pro 16-ch
Logic Analyzer.
Replayed neural data was collected from a nonhuman

primate implanted with a 96-channel Utah microelectrode
array in the hand area of primary motor cortex. Details of the
implantation procedure and experimental setup were described
previously.22 Briefly, we trained an adult male nonhuman
primate to perform a one-dimensional task requiring him to
move his virtual fingers into a virtual target by moving his
physical fingers. While performing this task, we synchronously
recorded neural data filtered between 0.3 Hz to 7.5 kHz
sampled at 30 kSps. Using a Keysight 33600A Trueform
Waveform Generator, we replayed an arbitrary section of one
channel’s recording to validate end-to-end functionality. The
particular channel used included neural action potentials
greater than 400 μV in peak-to-peak voltage at an average
53.8 Hz spiking rate.

Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of (a) the full system for recording
and transmitting the neural signals and (b) optical microscope images
of PV/μLED module and CMOS IC used in this work to demonstrate
the operating principle for a self-powered mote with NIR wireless
power and data transfer.
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■ NIR TRANSMITTANCE AND POWER
CONSTRAINTS

The primary power constraint for operation is to limit NIR
irradiation to levels that avoid damage from tissue heating,
approximately 1−2 °C23 corresponding to a maximum
exposure limit of 1.36 mW/mm2 from the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI).24 Independently, we performed ex
vivo experiments post-mortem on a feline using implanted
micro temperature probes20,21 beneath the dura and found a
similar exposure limit of approximately 0.8 mW/mm2 at 850
nm over a 20 min duration for a uniformly illuminated area of
approximate 1 cm in diameter (Figure 2a). The 20 min
duration was chosen due to the observation that tissue
temperature clearly reaches a steady state value where there is
not expected to be an issue with further heat accumulation for
continuous NIR irradiation. In a final clinical system, a person
with paralysis may want to use the system all the time while
awake, so 16−24 h of continuous usage should be
accommodated. The somewhat lower limit for NIR exposure
that we observed in our experiments relative to the ANSI
guidelines may be explained by the absence of blood flow in
cerebral tissue and cerebrospinal fluid during the experiments,
which carries away heat by perfusion. To ensure we are safely
below exposure limits, we select a maximum NIR irradiation
limit of 0.64 mW/mm2 onto the dura, which is <50% of the
ANSI limit. Separate studies on multiphoton imaging
microscopy16,17 indicated a significantly higher exposure limit
on the order of 100 mW/mm2,25 though we believe that these
studies are not appropriate to inform limits for our proposed
neural recording system since they utilized a small beam size
rastered over a much smaller 1 mm2 area. Such high power
densities are impractical for under continuous illumination
over larger area (>1 cm2) to power arrays of hundreds to
thousands of motes. The upper limit that we define for NIR
power density corresponds to the maximum recommended
temperature increase for tissue, where reduced NIR power
density will correspond to reduced tissue heating, but more
stringent power and energy requirements on the system.
The power density available at each mote is determined by

the transmittance of NIR through the dura. We measured
transmittance spectra postcraniotomy on a feline and a
nonhuman primate, where the dura shows a high optical
transmittance of >85% for the thinner feline dura and >35% for
the thicker nonhuman primate at 850 nm (Figure 2b), which
agrees with a previously reported transmittance above 30% for
human dura in the 700−900 nm wavelength range.14,15

Assuming a value of 30% for the transmittance for human
dura, a maximum NIR optical power delivery of approximately
190 μW/mm2 is available for a NIR downlink to power neural
motes. Requirements for the NIR uplink for data communi-
cations between the array of motes and the repeater unit are
set by the μLED power available at the mote, the detection
limit at the repeater, and the optical path loss between the
μLED and the repeater. While the NIR power downlink can
use flood irradiation over the array of neural sensors, the data
uplink will rely on spatially localized NIR pulses at each mote
to be detected at the pixel level of the repeater detector array.
The simulated optical path loss for an μLED with a Lambertian
optical output is shown in Figure 2c, accounting for tissue
absorption and scattering.15 The simulation is based on the
Monte Carlo technique, as described in the Supporting
Information. The efficiency of this optical link is estimated

to be ηdura = 0.1% for a receiver area of 1 × 104 μm2. The high
NIR transparency and predominant forward scattering for the
dura results in an optical link that closely resembles the

Figure 2. (a) Measured temperature of postcraniotomy subdural
feline brain tissue under 850 nm NIR irradiation over 20 min
exposure. (b) Measured NIR transmittance through postcraniotomy
NHP dura samples under 850 nm laser illumination. (c) Monte Carlo
simulation of NIR emission from a μLED through dura to the SPAD
repeater, with an estimated efficiency of 0.1% (photons received at
SPAD with 100 μm diameter relative to photons emitted from
μLED).
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configuration for a free-space LiFi network,26 where the optical
power collected at the receiver is

π
ϕ ψ ψ=

+
ψ ψ≤H

m A
D

( 1)
2

cos ( ) cos( )1 ( )m
DC

r
2 FOV (1)

ϕ= −m log (cos( ))2 1/2 (2)

where ϕ is the radiant angle between source and detector, ψ is
the angle between the detector normal and the source, ψFOV is
the detector field of view, Ar is the detector area, D is the
source-to-detector distance, and m is the Lambertian emission
order determined by the half-power semiangle ϕ1/2. Equation 1
is a simplified expression for small solid angles of emission (i.e.,
D2 ≫ Ar). In addition, we need to consider the possibility of
additional optical link losses due to lateral misalignment
between a given mote and detector location at the receiver. For
a lateral misalignment of 1 mm, optical power will drop by 28%
(−1.1 dB) compared to direct alignment, which is small in
comparison to the vertical optical path loss in the system.
Optical scattering also reduces misalignment loss by diffusing
the emitted light. The repeater unit can use high sensitivity
detectors such as a single photon avalanche photodiode
(SPAD), where only a few photons at the receiver are needed
to trigger a response. The detection limit is determined by the
dark count rate of the SPAD, where the number of photons
emitted by the μLED (NLED) should exceed

η η
> Δ

N
F t(DCR)( )( )

LED
dura SPAD (3)

where ηdura is the efficiency of the optical data uplink, ηSPAD is
the detection efficiency of the SPAD, DCR is the SPAD dark
count rate, F is the noise margin (multiplier) for number of
photons above DCR desired to achieve the desired signal-to-
noise ratio, and Δt is the time window for detection. Assuming
conservative values typical of commercial SPAD,27,28 ηSPAD =
10%, DCR = 1000 counts/s; a noise margin of F = 10
(common requirement of 10 dB); and ηdura = 0.1%; the μLED
is required to provide NLED > 1 × 105 photons for a time
window of Δt = 1 ms for 1 kHz detection frequency. This
number of photons gives an approximate rule of thumb that
the NIR μLED packet energy should be greater than 20 fJ or
optical power that is in the microwatt range for pulse widths in
the nanosecond range.

■ INTEGRATED PV/μLED MODULE
The critical optical component to enable the NIR power and
data communication link is the integrated PV and μLED
device for each mote. In this work, we have designed and
fabricated a GaAs-based PV and μLED module with
characteristics shown in Figure 3a and b. The device is
designed for a power downlink at 850 nm for the PV cell and
1000 nm NIR uplink for data communication. We selected the

Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of monolithically integrated PV/μLED module illustrating tandem junction of PVs and junction barrier isolation
between μLED and PV devices. (b) A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a fabricated PV/μLED with included electrical probing pads.
(c) Measured I−V and P−V characteristics of dual junction PV cell under 850 nm NIR LED illumination at 100 μW/mm2. (d) Measured I−V
characteristic of fabricated μLED under dark conditions. (e) Measured light output and corresponding external quantum efficiency (EQE) vs
applied current of fabricated μLED.
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shorter wavelength (850 nm) for power generation to
maximize PV power and voltage generation to the CMOS
circuitry. In turn, the longer wavelength for the data
communication uplink (1000 nm) reduces the minimum
required voltage to drive the μLEDs. The wavelength for the
data uplink can ultimately be optimized according to the power
budget of the mote and the performance of detector arrays at
the repeater unit, noting that CMOS SPADs28 may ultimately
offer higher performance with the trade-off requirement of
shorter wavelength μLEDs. The size and power requirements
for the motes present challenges, including the generation of a
sufficient voltage from the PV cell, achieving high μLED
efficiency at relatively low injection levels, providing adequate
μLED light extraction in a small form factor, electrical isolation
between the PV and μLED devices, and the minimization of
nonradiative losses associated with the exposed perimeters of
the device. Our PV cell is based on our previous vertically
stacked dual junction devices29 that provides double the

voltage output of a single junction cell (>1.4 V) that is
sufficient for direct powering of CMOS circuitry without the
need for additional voltage boosting circuitry or additional
series circuit interconnections of multiple PV cells. The μLED
uses an In0.2Ga0.8As multi quantum-well (QW) structure with
doping profiles that are optimized to achieve high internal
radiative efficiency at low current levels30,31 and lateral current
spreading to improve light extraction efficiency for small layer
thickness. To prevent PV cell degradation while μLEDs are
forward biased, AlGaAs junction barrier layers are incorporated
in the epitaxial structure to achieve electrical isolation, based
on a strategy we have used previously for monolithic PV
arrays.32 The full epitaxial structure for the PV/μLED device
and data related to device operation are provided in
Supporting Information (Table S1 and Figures S1−S3). The
device fabrication process incorporates a series of chemical
surface treatments using ammonium hydroxide and ammo-
nium sulfide33,34 and thin film passivation to minimize

Figure 4. (a) Optical testing setup using the fiber optic y-probe to demonstrate autonomous and wireless power and data communications and
equivalent circuit diagram for PV/μLED module and its connection to CMOS control circuitry. (b) Detected SPAD output (10 μs deadtime) vs
LED input pulses (40 μs pulse width, 100 μs period, 1.54 applied voltage). (c) Measured detection rate of SPAD along with μLED pulses with
variable applied peak current, pulse width, and corresponding charge streamed into μLED (dashed). (d) Demonstration of end-to-end functionality
from input neural signal to decode events.
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nonradiative losses at the device perimeter.35 The DC
electrical and optical characteristics of the 190 μm × 204
μm PV/μLED device are shown in Figure 3c−e. The PV cell
under 850 nm NIR μLED illumination at 150 μW/mm2

(below the 190 μW/mm2 exposure limit set above)
demonstrates power conversion efficiency greater than 25%
and provides approximately 1.5 μW at a voltage of 1.35 V (1.6
V open circuit voltage and >1.1 μA short-circuit current). This
power generation is sufficient to directly support miniaturized
CMOS control circuitry19 at illumination levels below the
thermal limit described above. The μLED shows exponential
I−V characteristics with a turn-on voltage around 1.2 V, which
is below the output voltage of the PV cell (Figure 3d). The
optical power output of the μLED is in the nW to 100s of μW
range (Figure 3e) and certainly above our established μLED
output power requirement to exceed the detection limit of the
system. In order to provide sufficient optical power for
detection at the repeater, the μLED driver circuit stacks three
capacitors charged directly by the PV cell to drive the μLED
with short pulses of higher current (approximately 1 mA) to
take advantage of higher μLED efficiency in this range and
higher instantaneous light flux to increase detection probability
at the receiver.

■ SELF-POWERED NIR NEURAL LINK
We demonstrate completely wireless, end-to-end operation of
a NIR power and data link using a side-by-side test of the PV/
μLED module and CMOS IC, as shown in Figure 4a. The
experimental measurement setup mimics the conditions of the
link between the mote and receiver using a fiber optic Y-probe
for simultaneous 850 nm irradiation of the PV cell for power
delivery and NIR collection from the 1000 nm μLED for data
communication. During testing, we limited the incident light to
150 μW/mm2 (below the 190 μW/mm2 limit set above). The
PV cell provides 1.5 μW at a voltage of 1.35 V, where the mote
integrated CMOS IC requires continuous power of 0.73 μW in
a voltage range from 0.9−1.5 V during device operation.19 This
provides a 50% margin to account for nonidealities and
guarantee the perpetual mote operation. Measurements on our
fiber optic link setup results in the following link efficiency
(power loss) components: 2.9% (−15.4 dB) for free space path
loss between μLED and fiber optic probe, 17% (−7.7 dB) in
the fiber optic link, and 1.5% (−18.2 dB) for losses between
the fiber-optic probe to the SPAD optical coupling (primarily
due to mismatch on the fiber input of our SPAD instrument).
The total losses of our experimental optical link are therefore
estimated at −41.3 dB, which is more lossy than the expected
optical uplink (ηdura = 0.1%, −30 dB). Optical pulses with
various pulse widths and amplitudes are generated by a
waveform generator and PV/μLED device for the NIR data up
link. As shown in Figure 4b, pulses generated with a 40 μs
width and 1.26 V amplitude (corresponding μLED current 839
μA) demonstrate detection at the SPAD with a 10 μs dead
time. Furthermore, we examined the detection rate for a series
of 300 pulses for a range of μLED pulse widths and peak
currents to examine the threshold to ensure high detection
probability. A charge of approximately 20 pC is found to
ensure a near >99% detection rate (Figure 4c). The shorter
pulses with a pulse width at 8 ns and a higher μLED applied
voltage of 1.57 V (current ∼ 3 mA) demonstrate successful
detection while offering high energy efficiency through
operation in the regime where the μLED offers high quantum
efficiency.

Practical neural recording may be accomplished using the
approach of spiking band power (SBP),36−38 with signal
amplitude in the 300−1000 Hz band in 10−50 ms windows.
The CMOS IC consists of an amplifier chain for neural signal
acquisition, an on-chip feature extraction unit, a μLED driver
for NIR optical data uplink, and an optical receiver, followed
by clock and data recovery for a NIR optical data downlink.
The IC consumes sub-μW of total power that may be fully
supplied by the PV cell under NIR illumination at 850 nm and
150 μW/mm2. The dual junction structure of the PV cell
allows the CMOS IC to draw supply voltage and current
directly from the PV cell without an internal voltage converter.
Once the 850 nm NIR light is turned on, the boot-up block of
the CMOS IC wakes the system up. When NIR light is
modulated between high and low light intensity levels, the
optical receiver of the CMOS IC fetches the modulated light
level into a data 1 or 0. By modulating the NIR light with the
constant target frequency or with the pulse width modulation,
the CMOS IC recovers its on-chip clock frequency to the
target frequency or download configuration data into a register
bank, respectively. After the clock and data recovery, the
nominal operation of the IC is maintained with constant NIR
irradiation. The amplifier chain is composed of a low noise
amplifier followed by two variable gain amplifiers and achieves
<10 μVrms of input referred noise with >65 dB of the peak gain.
The low and high pass corner of the amplifier chain is set by
the recovered on-chip clock frequency supporting spiking band
power (SBP). The SBP extraction unit integrates the absolute
amplitude of the output signal of the amplifier chain in time
domain on the chip. Once the integrated value exceeds the
programmed threshold, it enables the μLED driver, triggers a
μLED pulse train, and resets the integrated value; encoding the
measured SBP in the time interval of the adjacent μLED pulse
trains. This time-interval-encoded method can significantly
reduce the uplink communication bandwidth from the mote to
the repeater below to 100s of Hz, but still maintaining
relatively accurate motor prediction accuracy.19 Each μLED
pulse train is composed of a total of 17 pulses, where the 10
bits of the unique chip ID39 and 6 bits of the analog front end
gain configuration are encoded in the 16 pulse intervals. A
matched filter is used to decode the original data by
convolution of the SPAD output with a known set of possible
μLED pulse train patterns to generate a final score. The
matched filter would ultimately be implemented on the
repeater unit in the final system.
The NIR optical link using a prerecorded neural signal is

shown in Figure 4d. The voltage signal is streamed into the
CMOS IC using an arbitrary waveform generator and 1000:1
attenuator on the PCB. The μLED trigger signal in the second
row of Figure 4d, which is the internal signal of the CMOS IC
that drives the μLED at its rising edge, is directly monitored
through the logic analyzer to compare with the measured
SPAD output and decoded event. The CMOS IC computes
SBP (absolute average of the input neural signal amplitude in
the 300−1000 Hz band) and encodes it in the time interval of
the adjacent μLED pulse trains such that the time interval is
inversely proportional to the SBP. The μLED pulse trains have
short time intervals when there is active neural activity, and
large time intervals when there is sparse neural activity. For
example, the high neural activity region observed near time of
1.2 ms in the top row of Figure 4d results in a high value of
SBP that triggers a μLED pulse with a short time delay
between pulses. Conversely, the sparse neural activity near
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time of 1.4 ms in the top row of Figure 4d results in a low value
of SBP with a long time interval between μLED firing events.
This shows that the CMOS IC successfully encodes the
measured SBP in the time interval of the μLED pulse trains as
described in the CMOS IC operation. SPAD output on the
third row of Figure 4d is measured through the wireless optical
setup detecting 1000 nm light pulse fired by the μLED that is
driven by the self-powered CMOS IC. Matched filtered output
on the fourth row is generated by correlating the measured
SPAD output with the known 16-bit pulse train patterns of the
unique chip ID and configuration setup. Local peaks of the
matched filtered output represent decoded μLED events.
Overall, the wirelessly measured and decoded μLED firing
events match to the CMOS IC internal μLED trigger signals
validating the proposed NIR link.

■ CONCLUSION AND FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION
The side-by-side PV/μLED and CMOS chip experiment
demonstrates that the key “last millimeter” power and data
communication gap may be bridged using near-infrared links.
While this work demonstrates the fundamental operating
principles, substantial work remains in implementing neural
motes and the repeater unit system. To realize the neural
motes, the optical layer of the PV//μLED and the CMOS IC
may be vertically stacked via heterogeneous integration,40,41 as
shown schematically in Figure 5. The optical layer and CMOS

IC may be thinned to approximately 50 μm each, electrically
interconnected by through-wafer vias, and hybridized using
solder bump bonding. Motes will ultimately require biocom-
patible packaging, for which there are a number of established
options. A recommended approach for these motes is to use
NIR transparent polymeric epoxy underfill and encapsulation
followed by a layer of silicone. This approach has been
demonstrated for a LED-based cochlear implant in rodents.42

Following successful mote assembly and packaging, the first
experiments will be planned for rats, with a move to monkeys
for the purpose of informing a human clinical system. The
long-term goal is to increase the channel count for neural
recording beyond what is currently available for human use in
the Utah array, which cannot safely exceed 384 channels per
person. Ultimately, we believe that NIR optical links provide a
key enabling technology for wireless power and data transfer
that will enable floating neural recording arrays to cover a large
area and high channel count.
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